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GALILEO AND OS-NMA
Galileo is Europe’s Global Navigation Satellite System,
offering an open service signal which allows all users
to calculate position, velocity and time free-of-charge.
Galileo is the first system fully under civilian control.
Galileo will provide a novel and unique authentication
feature called Open Service Navigation Message
Authentication (OS-NMA), that contributes to strengthen
the resilience of the position information and to increase
the overall security of applications and services.

WHAT IS PATROL
PATROL is the European GNSS Agency’s first open
service authentication user terminal, targeting smart
tachographs.
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The PATROL project aims at developing the first user
terminal capable of exploiting Galileo OS-NMA and
advanced anti-spoofing techniques. A validation
platform, integrated in the European Commission’s
laboratories, allows to test the User Terminal under
different threats, assessing GNSS vulnerabilities. The
final goal of the project is to facilitate the adoption of
Galileo Open Service Authentication in the tachograph
industry and other applications.

Freight transport is a key application requiring the
adoption of digital devices, used to record the drivers’
activities, to increase road safety and ensure fair
competition between EU transport companies.
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To complement OS-NMA, a number of innovative
anti-spoofing mechanisms are implemented in the User
Terminal, including: chipset based anti-spoofing and
application based anti-spoofing.

THE DIGITAL TACHOGRAPH
Since 2006, all European vehicles over 3.5 tons must be
fitted with a digital tachograph, according to European
regulations, with the aim to guarantee the safety and
working conditions of drivers. Digital tachographs
provide enforcers with a witness of the drivers’ driving
times, break and rest periods.

A NEW REGULATION: THE SMART TACHOGRAPH
The EU regulation (EU Regulation n. 165/2014 and
Implementing Regulations n. 799/2016 and n. 502/2018)
introducing the second generation of digital tachograph,
called SMART TACHOGRAPH, will enter into force on the
15th of June 2019.
The smart tachograph will bring new features such
as positioning, new encrypted motion sensors and
interconnection with other telematics applications and
law enforcers. By leveraging GNSS positioning, the SMART
TACHOGRAPH, will provide:
• Precise and absolute source of position and time
• Precise reference for the velocity
• Capability to detect various anomalies
Smart tachographs benefit from Galileo authentication,
adding a new layer of resiliency and security, by
authenticating the data coming from the Galileo satellites.
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USER TERMINAL AND VALIDATION PLATFORM
The PATROL project delivers two sub-systems: the User
Terminal and the Validation Platform.
The User Terminal, based on a commercial dual frequency
receiver, is able to: process the Galileo OS-NMA signal
and data, implement effective GNSS spoofing mitigation
techniques and interface with smart tachographs to
provide a trusted position and time.
The Validation Platform (VP) allows the end-to-end
testing of the user terminal, supporting simulation of
GNSS signals and advanced spoofing attacks. It also
OS-NMA
generates OS-NMA data, models user environments and
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STATUS OF THE PROJECTOS-NMA USER TERMINAL
The contract was kicked off in January 2018 and is divided in two subsequent Contract Stages (CS1 and CS2). CS1 was concluded
in Q2 2019. The test campaign performed in representative simulated environment highlighted the flexibility, solidity and
maturity of the implemented solution.
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| EUROPEAN EXPERTS TOGETHER TO DEVELOP INNOVATION |
http://www.patrol-osnma.eu

The PATROL (Position Authenticated Tachograph foR OSNMA Launch) project
is funded by the European GNSS Agency through the Fundamental Elements
programme, under procurement No GSA/OP/23/16 “Development, supply and
testing of a Galileo open service authentication user terminal (OS-NMA) for the GSA”.

